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1 Executive Summary

Learner data for different sets of FAA trainings is stored across different systems at different
locations. In the 1st phase of our project, we explored and analyzed existing database manage-
ment systems in the academy. We looked in detail at NTD, TRAX, CEDAR, and the Training
Database Management systems. Initially, started identified and created an open-source docu-
ment storage and search system to support a safe and efficient airspace system. In particular, we
determined that the Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network (CKAN) system was suitable
to move forward with our work. Using CKAN, we installed and created a document storage
website. We continued our analysis of the existing database to be able to understand the dif-
ferent training systems used across the FAA. We also analyzed the course documents required
for training air traffic controllers for the FAA. We analyzed the existing schema of the database
management system and the relationships between the different systems for updating and trans-
ferring data. This helped us understand the types of information stored and maintained for
trainees for the FAA. There have been multiple updates in the requirements of the project
which created a diversion in our analysis and approach for accomplishment of the project goals.
With the help of project coordinators, we learned about the developing system CEDAR and
Training Database Management system. These discussions were very informative and helped
us in understanding the most recent changes in the FAA database management system. These
discussions changed the directions of our plans, as we learned about the database systems in
development and affected our plans. Late in the award we were alerted of upcoming changes to
systems involved with storing training data and the development of current systems. We then
pivoted our exploration to demonstrate method of performing principled analysis of general
data types. In summary, we delivered example methods of detecting statistical anomalies in
flight data (§ A) and also a thorough analysis of an available flight data set (§ D and § C). This
report details our analysis and our inputs on the existing FAA training databases. This report
also includes the details of our schedule and milestones.

2 Accomplished Task

We started our project by creating a document storage website. We analyzed the use of the
Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network (CKAN) system, an open-source data portal sys-
tem. CKAN is the most suitable data management system available for storing and accessing
large amounts of data. With our goal to make the scanned document accessible to the user
in an electronic form, we started working on optical character recognition (OCR) technology.
For effective and efficient use of technologies like CKAN and OCR for accessing different sets
of documents, our first step was to have a good understanding of the course documents. To
achieve this, we looked at 105 course documents from 12051 V.2016-11 to 6005251. We iden-
tified learning evaluation types in courses (e.g., end-of-lesson tests, performance checks, block
tests, etc.) and the type of tests, where available (e.g., multiple choice, fill in the blank, obser-
vations, etc.). We used tesseract OCR package for extracting text from scans. When working
on software for identifying and extracting the questions and answers of a test of a training
course, we used a the Pytesseract software and tested it on an example unmanned aircraft
general (UAG) training test multiple choice exam; an exam that is part of the Remote Pilot
Certificate.
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We started reviewing the training requirements of the FAA and the rules and regulations
of the performance evaluation process of trainees in the FAA. We had meetings with system
experts Ray Sorise (Computer System Designers; Majority Tech Ops) and Randi Schmicking
(FAA; Majority Air Traffic) discussing the current learner management infrastructure and op-
portunities (respectively). During the course of our project, we had a change in the plans for
our project goals. With the help of these meetings, we started our next step towards learning
and understanding the existing system. In this step, we learned details about NTD (National
Training Database), TRAX and CEDAR (for CEDAR, the information was changing as the
system is in development). We learned that TRAX doesn’t maintain the data at a central
location and that it has 300 individual databases. The TRAX system is all encompassing and
only qualification entries from lab, classroom, and on-the-job training (OJT) are entered into
TRAX and printed out as a part of an official record of training. During our meeting with the
experts, we learned that TRAX and NTD will get sunset by a database system known as the
Training Database Management system. It was under development and the technical details
for the Training Data Management system were changed.

With our focus on analyzing the existing database management system and provide insights
about the pain points and gaps in the relationship between different database systems used by
the FAA, we have completed the following set of tasks (in brief):

1. Analyzed the information needs of the FAA with respect to technical training and human
performance. This includes review of course documents.

2. Analyzed the training documents and designed the scheme for storing documents.

3. Explored the CKAN open-source document storage and search system framework to store
training documents and built a prototype system.

4. Reviewed current documents describing learner data management storage systems and
federal storage requirements. This includes having reviewed the current TRAX, e-LMS,
NTD, and CEDAR methods.

5. Met with system experts and development teams (e.g., for CEDAR) to understand deci-
sions and information going into the new system.

6. Identified pain points and gaps of information sharing between CEDAR (NTD) and the
Academy through discussion with experts.

7. Worked with experts to discuss desired system design implications.

8. Summarized findings including data stored (course materials, training structure, perfor-
mance records) and longevity, uses, data transfers, and plans.

9. Explored the analytical pathways to provide a solution to improve the success rate for
on-the-job training of air traffic controllers.
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2.1 Our Progress

1. As per the plan for our project, our first milestone was to analyze FAA technical training
and human performance (TTHP) information needs and the existing databases used by
the FAA. We analyzed the existing database systems NTD (National training database)
and TRAX (distributed system for storing the training progress). With the help of
experts, we gathered information on the database systems under development includ-
ing CEDAR and Training Database Management system. We found that the Training
Database Management system is going to sunset TRAX and NTD. With the changing
details and updates, we have changed the direction of our initial plan which affected the
completion of the subsequent milestones.

2. The second milestone of the project plan was to set up a secure data environment, make
it operational, and demonstrate it. To achieve this milestone, we installed and created
a document storage website. We developed our understanding of CKAN, which is data
management system for accessing large sets of data. We tested CKAN with different
databases to understand the scope and found that CKAN is a highly suitable data man-
agement system for our goal. We were able to reach the 1st two milestones on time.

3. Our next milestone was to have a first-generation data parsing software package written,
operating and demonstrated. To achieve this goal, we started working on OCR technol-
ogy. With this technology, we planned to have a system which could read hand-written
forms and convert scanned forms to electronic data. We tested our code on an example
unmanned aircraft general (UAG) training multiple-choice exam; an exam that is part of
the Remote Pilot Certificate.

4. For our next milestone, we reviewed training course documents used by the FAA. When
reviewing storage of course documents and their maintenance, we analyzed course doc-
uments that are stored and updated locally. We looked at 105 course documents from
12051 V.2016-11 to 6005251. We also started reviewing the existing database management
systems used by the FAA, which are TRAX, NTD, CEDAR, and e-LMS. To gain insight
into these systems, we had meetings with system experts. The meetings were informative
and we learned about changes in progress for these systems. We learned that CEDAR
is in a development phase and is going to sunset TRAX and NTD. To understand more
about CEDAR, we met with an expert in DC during the COE SOAR conference. This
is the point where our plan started to change.

5. Our biggest challenge is to characterize the existing systems along with all the changes
that are being done to the existing systems. But, as mentioned earlier, in the development
phase, there are many changes being made. We found that a new system known as the
Training Database Management system is being developed which is now going to sunset
TRAX and NTD instead of CEDAR. With all the updates, it was challenging to start
analyzing machine learning opportunities within the FAA. As per the planned milestone,
our work should be continued in the direction of creating an online and mobile interface
design but after the meeting with the experts and feedback gained at the COE SOAR
conference, this aspect of the project was put on hold.
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6. With all the changes in the requirements of the project, we started with in-depth analysis
of the relationship between the existing databases and worked to learn more about both
CEDAR and the Training Data Management system.

2.2 Limitations

Limitations we found with the existing system are as follows:

1. Trainee performance information is stored with very few details, often pass or fail without
any details on the strengths and weakness of the trainee. As per our understanding, the
progress of the trainee at any stage of the training progress will help in analyzing the
areas where improvement is needed.

2. There is a limitation when analyzing a student’s progress in the academy, as the TRAX
database system is distributed across locations. Each location has its own complexity
and characteristics when it comes to air traffic control and reallocation of the trainees
will be easier and more effective if one central database system is used for storing student
performance details.

3. There is substantial variation in the success rate of OJT and there is broad scope for
improvement in the success rate of trainees. When more students fail after completing
OJT, it reduces the efficiency of FAA funds and investment in OJT trainees.

4. The existing FAA database is distributed across the various locations and a large portion
of the training details are stored locally.

3 Data Analysis Summary

In Appendix § A we give an walkthrough of how to a particular aggregation bias anomaly called
Simpson’s Paradox. As we describe in our conference paper, Simpson’s Paradox can exist and
can introduce fallacies in the the understanding of learner trends. Detection of this paradox
should be integrated into the developing storage and analysis stystems.

In Appendix § D and § C we describe the our analysis of open source flight data. The most
interesting discovery is that there is a statistically meaningful negative correlation between
flight delays and accidents at US airports in the data sets. Because there is some uncertainty
in how to interpret missing data, we can’t say for certain whether this correlation is strong or
weak, but it is almost certainly real.

What we wondered going into this data is, should safety-conscious people avoid airports
with a higher percentage of delays because they are likely to be overloaded and dangerous? Or,
alternately, should safety-conscious people actually prefer airports with a higher percentage of
delays because those airports are willing to incur delays in order to preserve safety? The answer
appears to be the latter!

Of course, correlation does not imply causation, but it may well be the case that some
airports and rushing to avoid delays and this causes them to be less safe. Note that, if the
correlation had gone the other way, an alternative explanation would have been that accidents
cause delays, which is probably true. However, with a negative correlation, it is hard to imagine
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how a lack of accidents could cause delays, so it seems more reasonable to go the other way
and conclude that delays allow airports to avoid accidents. We recommend further analysis,
using these techniques on learner data. These techniques should be integrated into data storage
systems.
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Simpson’s Paradox in Flights Data Set 
AN001 Lerner Data Management 

The document describes discovered instances of Simpson’s paradox (SP) in an openly available 
Aviation data set. The inclusion of this document speaks to possible other instances in FAA and 
learner data. Discovering SP residing in data sets is a prudent step before any policy information 
decisions are recommended (Xu et al., 2018). 
 
Data set 
The U.S. Department of Transportation's (DOT) Bureau of Transportation Statistics tracks the 
on-time performance of domestic flights operated by large air carriers. Summary information 
on the number of on-time, delayed, canceled, and diverted flights is published in DOT's monthly 
Air Travel Consumer Report and in this dataset of 2015 flight delays and cancellations. 

- https://www.kaggle.com/usdot/flight-delays/home 
 
We use the following attributes: 
AIRLINE: Name of the airline company 
ORIGIN_AIRPORT: Airport the originated the delay 
CANCELLED: Cancellation 
 
Below are four discovered cases of SP: 
 

Case 1:  
2 AIRLINE: AA, UA 
12 ORIGIN_AIRPORT: ATL, BOS, COS, DEN, IAH, JFK, LAX, MFE, PHL, ROC, SEA, SFO  
Description about SP in this dataset: 
AA(0.047) has a higher CANCELLED rate than UA(0.023) for the whole population in this 
dataset.  
However, when we partition the dataset by airport, ATL airport has a reverse trend which is 
that AA in ATL(0.038) has a lower CANCELLED rate than UA in ATL(0.075). This is the SP. 

B Simpsons Paradox in Flights Data Set [1]
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Figure 1: Case1 

Case 2:  
6 AIRLINE: AA, UA, DL, F9, B6, WN 
12 ORIGIN_AIRPORT: ATL, BOS, COS, DEN, IAH, JFK, LAX, MFE, PHL, ROC, SEA, SFO  
Description about SP in this dataset: 
AA(0.047) has a higher CANCELLED rate than DL(0.022) for the whole population in this 
dataset.  
However, when we partition the dataset by airport, BOS airport has a reverse trend which is 
that AA in BOS(0.093) has a lower CANCELLED rate than DL in BOS(0.1). This is the SP. 

 
Figure 2: Case 2 
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Case 3:  
6 AIRLINE: AA, UA, DL, F9, B6, WN 
6 ORIGIN_AIRPORT: ATL, BOS, COS, DEN, IAH, JFK 
Description about SP in this dataset (similar to case 2): 
AA(0.064) has a higher CANCELLED rate than DL(0.024) for the whole population in this 
dataset.  
However, when we partition the dataset by airport, BOS airport has a reverse trend which is 
that AA in BOS(0.093) has a lower CANCELLED rate than DL in BOS(0.1). This is the SP. 

 
Figure 3: Case 3 

Case 4:  
6 AIRLINE: AA, UA, DL, F9, B6, WN 
6 ORIGIN_AIRPORT: LAX, MFE, PHL, ROC, SEA, SFO 
Description about SP in this dataset: 
WN(0.032) has a lower CANCELLED rate than B6(0.044) for the whole population in this 
dataset.  
However, when we partition the dataset by airport, SFO airport has a reverse trend which is 
that WN in SFO(0.038) has a higher CANCELLED rate than B6 in SFO(0.029). This is the SP. 
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Figure 4: Case 4 
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Accident and Delays 

 

In this work we tried to find if there exists a correlation between delays and accidents. For this 

we have used two datasets, one for Delays and other for Accidents. 

 

Delays: 

• Initially, delays dataset has 5819079 observations and 31 features. 

• Later, considered only observations having delay at the departure airport. Then delay 

dataset has 2125618 observations. 

• There are 626 Unique number of Origin airports in delays dataset. 

• For each airport calculated number of delays and % of delays that airport accounted for. 

Accidents: 

• Initially, accidents dataset has 81,013 observations and 31 features. 

• There are 734 Unique number of Origin airports in accidents dataset. 

• Later, considered only observations where country is “United States” and year is 2015. Since, 

Delays dataset is limited to United States and has observations for 2015. Also removed 

observations where airport code is missing. Then accident dataset is reduced to 901 

observations. 

• Later, for each airport calculated number of accidents and % of accidents that airport 

accounted for. 

Merging: 

• Merging Delays and Accidents dataset based on Airport code. 

• Total number of airports present in both Delay and Accident dataset are 86 

• Now, we have 86 airports and each airport has number of delays, % of delays airport 

accounted for (Delay factor), number of accidents, % of accidents airport accounted for 

(Accident factor). 

Correlation plots: 

• First tried to observe correlation between number of delays and number of accidents with 

the help of scatter plot. 

C Accident and Delays
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Fig1: Scatter plot between Number of accidents per airport Vs Number of Delays per airport. 

 

Calculating Pearson and Spearman Correlations between number of delays and accidents:  

• From Fig1, we couldn’t observe correlations. So calculated Pearson and Spearman 

correlations. 

• The Pearson correlation coefficient measures the linear relationship while spearman correla
tion considers ranks. Both of these return correlations along with p-value. 

• Initially, Pearson coefficients are (correlation = 0.3054, pvalue = 0.0042) 
       Spearman coefficients are (correlation = 0.0878, pvalue=0.4214) 

• From Fig.1 we could notice that there are two outliers.  

• So, calculated z-score on number of delays. Observations with z > 3 are generally considered 
outliers. 

• There are two outliers (with z > 3) Chicago (ORD) has a z-score of 5.11 and Dallas (DFW) has 
a z-score of 3.95. 

• Calculated correlations after removing univariate outliers. 

• After removing univariate outliers,  
      Pearson coefficients are (correlation = 0.0737, pvalue = 0.5047) 
       Spearman coefficients are (correlation = 0.0494, pvalue=0.6553) 
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Note: In above case we have observed correlation between No. of delays and No. of accidents 

for each possible airport. But, finding correlation between No. of delays and No. of accidents is a 

statistical error. Since, we are considering No. of delays and No. of accidents but not considering 

frequency of journeys that are causing delays and accidents. 

So, it is better to find correlations between percentage of flights that are delayed and percentage 

of flights for which accidents occurred for all possible airports. 
 

Note: We know that accident dataset will not have observations of all the airports in delay 
dataset. (Accidents mayn’t occur for flights flying from all the airports). In this case accident count 
will be zero for all the airports that are absent in accident dataset and present in delay dataset. 
But accident count might go wrong if airport codes are not similar in both the datasets (We are 
not sure of this). So, we computed correlations for both the cases, i.e. also computed correlation 
by considering only airports that are common in both datasets.  
 

1. Computing correlation between percentage of flights delayed and percentage of flights 

met accident by considering only airports that are common in both datasets: 

 

Fig2: Scatter plot between percentage of accidents Vs percentage of Delays by considering only airports 

that are common in both accident and delay dataset (86 airports). 
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Calculating Pearson and Spearman Correlations:  

• From Fig2, we couldn’t observe correlations. So calculated Pearson and Spearman 

correlations. 

• Initially,  
 Pearson coefficients are (correlation = -0.3031, pvalue = 0.0045) 

  Spearman coefficients are (correlation = -0.7138, pvalue = 1.2135 e-14) 

• From Fig.2 we could notice that there are few outliers.  

• To remove outliers, we performed both univariate and multivariate outlier analysis. 

• To remove outliers by univariate analysis, calculated z-score on percentage of delays and on 
percentage of accidents. Observations with z > 3 are generally considered outliers. 

• There are total of three univariate outliers: 
Observation is represented as City, State (Airport Code) – (percentage of flights delayed,      
percentage of flights met accident), Number of flights departure from this airport. 

o Outliers in terms of Delay Percentage:  
1. Agana, GU (GUM) – (67.66, 0.29), 334 

o  Outliers in terms of Accident Percentage:  
1. Mammoth Lakes, CA (MMH) – (31.41, 1.28), 156 
2. Vernel, UT (VEL) – (4.85, 0.97), 206 

• Performed multivariate outlier analysis using mahanalobis distance and outliers detected        
are same as univariate analysis. 

 
Fig3: After removing outliers, Scatter plot between percentage of accidents Vs percentage of Delays by 

considering only airports that are common in both accident and delay dataset. 
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• Calculated correlations after removing outliers. 

• After removing outliers,  
   Pearson coefficients are (correlation = -0.6344, pvalue = 1.1987 e-10) 
    Spearman coefficients are (correlation = -0.7898, pvalue=0.6553 e-19) 
 

2. Computing correlation between percentage of flights delayed and percentage of flights 

met accident by considering all airports that are in delay dataset. 

 

Fig4: Scatter plot between percentage of accidents Vs percentage of Delays by considering all airports 

that are in Delay dataset (322 airports). 

Calculating Pearson and Spearman Correlations:  

• From Fig4, we couldn’t observe correlations. So calculated Pearson and Spearman 

correlations. 

• Initially,  
 Pearson coefficients are (correlation = -0.1472, pvalue = 0.0081) 

  Spearman coefficients are (correlation = -0.0141, pvalue = 0.8001) 

• From Fig.4 we could notice that there are few outliers.  

• To remove outliers, we performed both univariate and multivariate outlier analysis. 
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• To remove outliers by univariate analysis, calculated z-score on percentage of delays and on 
percentage of accidents. Observations with z > 3 are generally considered outliers. 

• There are total of eight univariate outliers: 
Observation is represented as City, State (Airport Code) – (percentage of flights delayed,      
percentage of flights met accident), Number of flights departure from this airport. 

o Outliers in terms of Delay Percentage:  
1. Adak, AK (ADK) – (57.29, 0), 96 
2. Gustavus, AK (GST) – (58.44, 0), 77 
3. Agana, GU (GUM) – (67.66, 0.29), 334 
4. Wilmington, DE (ILG) – (55, 0), 100 

o  Outliers in terms of Accident Percentage:  
1. Moab, UT (CNY) – (5.33, 0.48), 206 
2. Pueblo, CO (PUB) – (18.56, 0.38), 264 
3. Mammoth Lakes, CA (MMH) – (31.41, 1.28), 156 
4. Vernel, UT (VEL) – (4.85, 0.97), 206 

• Performed multivariate outlier analysis using mahanalobis distance and outliers detected        
are same as univariate analysis. 

 
Fig5: After removing outliers, Scatter plot between percentage of accidents Vs percentage of Delays by 

considering all airports that are in Delay dataset. 
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• Calculated correlations after removing outliers. 

• After removing outliers,  
   Pearson coefficients are (correlation = -0.2250, pvalue = 5.7122 e-05) 
    Spearman coefficients are (correlation = 0.011, pvalue= 0.8354) 
 
 

• Conclusion: 
 
There exists a significant negative correlation between percentage of flights that are delayed  
and percentage of flights that met accident. This suggests that airports with high number of           
delays resulted in lower accidents. 
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   Data Analysis on Delays and Cancellations: 

In this work data analysis is done on Flight Delays and Cancellations. The first dataset 

“airlines.csv” gives information about airlines and the second dataset “airports.csv” gives 

information about the airports used in flights.csv, flights.csv has data about delays and 

cancellations of flights in 2015. So, in this work we will be focused on flights.csv. 

• Flights dataset has 5819079 observations and 31 features.   

• Airlines: 

o Total number of unique flights used by all airlines in 2015 are 4898. 

 
   Table1: Total number of journeys and Flights owned by different airlines in 2015  

 

• Day of a week: 

     
    Table2: Frequency of flights for different days of a week in 2015 

D Data Analysis on Delays and Cancellations
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o We could notice that number of flights operated on weekends is less when compared to 

number of flights operated on weekdays. While, Saturday recording least number of flights 

departed. This can be observed from bar graph below. 

 

 

   Fig1: Plot of frequency of flights for different days of a week.    

 

 

• Distance: 
o  Maximum distance is between Honolulu (HNL) and New York (JFK) and the distance is 

4983 miles. 
o  Minimum distance recorded is between Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR)      

and New York (JFK) and the distance is 21 miles, but this journey occurred only once  
in the dataset and this journey is a cancelled trip. 

o  Minimum distance that flights regularly fly is between Gustavas – AK (GST) and Juneau 
– AK (JNU) and the distance is 41 miles. 

o  Spread of Distance between departure and arrival airports is shown with the help of    
histogram below: 
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            Fig2: Histogram of distance between departure and arrival airports     

 

• Arrival Delay: 

 
  Fig3: Histogram of Arrival Delay and frequency represented on a log scale.      
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o Minimum Delay recorded is -87 minutes and maximum delay recorded is 1971 

minutes. 

o To respond to skewness in arrival delays, plot is represented in log scale. 

 

• Flights that are cancelled: 

o  Number of flights cancelled in 2015 are 89884 and percentage of flights cancelled in 2015 are
1.544 % 
 

 

 
Fig4: Pie chart displaying percentage each factor caused towards cancellation. 

o  From Fig.4. we can conclude that more than half of cancellations are done due to weather   
and a very few cancellations are done due to security reasons.  

 

• Flights that are diverted: 

o  Flights that are Diverted in 2015 are 15187 and percentage of flights diverted in 2015 
are 0.26 % 
 

• Flights that are delayed: 
Note:  
1. Delays referred in dataset are referred to arrival delay but not departure delay. 
2. In this section we will be using dataset with only observations having delay. 
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o  For each delay of an aircraft in the dataset cause of delay is mentioned. 
o  Total number of significant delays in 2015 are  1063439 and percentage of flights with 

delay are 18.275 %.  
 

 
        Table3: Considering all types of Delays during departure and arrival for different months. 
 

 
                Fig5: Considering all types of arrival delays for different months (values from Table 3) 
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o  Five reasons mentioned in the dataset that caused delay are:  
  1.Weather 
  2.  Air system 
  3. Security 
  4. Airline 
  5. Late aircraft. 
 
 
 

 
 

     Fig6: Pie chart displaying percentage each factor caused towards delay. 

 

 

• From figure 4 and 6 we could notice that more than half of flights (54.3%) of flights got 

cancelled due to weather, where as only 3.7% of flights got delayed due to weather. 
 

• Delays due to weather: 

o  Total number of weather delays in 2015 are 64,716. 
o  Below table (4) and figure (6) gives more details about delays due to weather. 
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Table:4 Stats regarding weather delays (arrival delays) for different months 

 

 
Fig7: Considering weather delays for different months (values from Table 4) 
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• Operation of flights: 
 

 
Fig8: Pie chart displaying percentage of operation of flights. 

 

• Arrival and Departure delays for different airports: 

1. In this section also we will be using dataset with only observations having delay. 

2. There are total 628 unique airports in Flights (delays) dataset, but only information about 

322 airports is given in airports dataset. So, removed observations with airport codes that 

are not mentioned in airports dataset. Surprising all the data of October doesn’t have 

proper airport codes and all the observations of remaining months have proper airport 

codes. 

3. City name is used instead of airport codes. They are uniquely distinguished by: 

o If there are more than one city with same name in different states, then they are 

distinguished by having state code later to city name. Ex: Albany (GA), Albany (NY) 

o If there are multiple airports in same city, then they are distinguished by having their 

airport code later to the city name. Ex:  Chicago (MDW), Chicago (ORD)  

4. Some details regarding delays at the departure airports (see table:5 and Fig:9) and delays 

at the arrival airports (see table:6 and Fig:10) are given below. 
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Table5: stats regarding departure delay for the airports with large number of departure delays 
 

 
Fig9: Grouped bar chart for mean and median departure delay for the airports with large number of       

departure delays (Values from table 5) 
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             Table6: stats regarding arrival delay for the airports with large number of arrival delays 

 

 
Fig10: Grouped bar chart for mean and median arrival delay for the airports with large number of arrival 

delays (Values from table 6) 
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• Busiest Airports based on flights departing in 2015: 
Note: These conclusions are based on data of 11 months (excluding October), since dataset d
oesn’t have proper airport codes for the entire month of October. 

     
  Table7: Stats regarding top 10 busiest airports in US in 2015 
 

 
Fig11: Bar chart for busiest airports w.r.t. percentage of flights departed (values from Table 7) 
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